
Serial Responses

19

Out of single market, control of immigration, reduction of foreign aid, increase in defence 

spending, health and education.

20 That she just hurries up and gets it done

21 Britain remaining in the single market.

22

British rules for British (English) people.  Stop all free movement unless REAL/PROPER 

skilled workers.  No more silly eu rules & costs.  No more ridiculous human rights that side 

with minorities, we need to control what mosques etc are doing in our country and 

universities.  Shocking there is an islamic building in our city university....

23 Full trade deal, and maintaining the good points of Europe.

24 Not happening at all

25 Now not in 10-20 years

26 Being able to act autonomously again

27 Soft Brexit

28 Cancelling brexit altogether and remaining in Europe

29 Staying in the single market

32 Morley money for disabled people

33 For the referendum to be called again!!

34 unsure

35 getting a decent deal on services and products

36 It not happening

37 More money put in nhs and all emergemcy services

39 With as little disruotion to every day life as possible

40 No economic impact from leaving the EU

41 Swift severance of ties with Europe

42 No more information and more jobs

43 to stick to their means

44 prices don\'t go up

45

Still being able to be involved in the community in some ways. We must not become 

isolated.

46 we could stand on our own two feet

47 No idea

48 Nothing

49 No good

50 complete break from the EU

51

Maintaining good relationship with the EU, trade agreement that will benefit both sides, 

easy travel to the Eu

52

To be able to still trade successfully with our european neighbours and to create new 

exciting opportunities globally.

53

Nothing in my h life changes. I\'m don\'t understand Brexit or why is happened etc so a 

good brexit for me would be that I\'m not affected negatively (so keep my job etc)

54

Leaving Europe in a peaceful manner, standing on our own feet - without viciousness from 

any of the countries we leave in Europe.  Being able to establish trade with other countries 

and living in peace.

55

Less money going to EU, free and fair trade agreements with any country in the world, 

controlled immigration, Full control over our own laws

56 Very mild terms that help us to maintain as much of what we had before as we can

57 idk

58 One that doesn\'t happen at all!

59 Remain allow free movement of goods and control of immagration

60 good economic deal and maintained relations with EU

61 Soft Brexit, or better still remain!

62 Not leaving the EU!!

63 Regaining control over EU immigration, agriculture, regulation and fisheries.

64 Rise of pound

65

Independence for our country and more focus on our own people rather than the rest of 

the world

66

Getting a good deal with the eu on imports and exports and controlling our own 

immigration



67

Making Britain good again, supporting our own local and homegrown businesses rather 

than just buying from abroad. Becoming a independent country.

68

A good Brexit would mean retaining the ability to travel and work in Europe, with no 

excessive crack down on immigration, plus a deal that lets us operate within the single 

market at least partially. But it would also mean owning our decision for independence and 

working to be more self sufficient, while also cooperating with the rest of Europe.

69

As little as possible changing. I voted against brexit so for me if nothing changes that would 

be ideal. I accept that we are leaving the European Union but in the best possible situation, 

I would be able to retain my European citizenship and be able to work and travel across 

Europe freely.

70 no price increases, ability to travel within Europe easily

71

For me it would mean not doing it.\nHowever, on the assumption we have to - maximum 

access to the single market and customs union.\nContinuing to protect areas where EU law 

has been positive - workers rights, environmental law etc.\nProtecting the rights of EU 

citizens living in the UK, regardless of whether equal protections are granted to UK citizens 

in the EU.

72

A good Brexit would mean something where we do not notice a massive change. A Brexit 

where households are no worse off and where our rights remain intact.

73

Maintaining free trade and good relations with the EU, whilst acquiring the ability to 

negotiate our own trade deals with the rest of the world and greater political sovereignty

74

controls over immigration and no more money contributing to EU budget, introducing our 

own laws, maintaining trade agreements

75 It doesn\'t happen at all i don\'t see any good coming out of brixit

76

Minimal impact on the economy, house prices and mortgage interest rates to decrease to 

help first time buyers

77 Still connected to Europe

78 Good deals with Europe

79 No brexit

82

no longer officially a part of the union but still have access to benefits of the old union - 

freedom to travel etc.

83

Becoming an independent sovereign state, able to make our own trade deals and to make 

our own laws and legislation.  \n\nGetting rid of the ECHR and replacing it with a British Bill 

of Rights which puts British people first, rather than protecting the rights of criminals who 

shouldn\'t be here in the first place.  \n\nStopping all immigration unless the immigrants 

are skilled  (a points based system or sponsored by an international company), and will be 

self-sufficient and without recourse to public funds.  Sending back European citizens who 

live here on benefits back to the European country they were born in or which gave them 

citizenship.  Productive European citizens should be able to stay in the UK.  Those who 

have come here because our benefits are so generous, never work and have no intention 

of working should be made to leave. \n\nMaking all non-UK citizens pay for any NHS 

treatment they receive unless it is an emergency.

84 We come out of the EU as soon as possible.

85

Ensuring first that EU residents in the UK can remain there and can keep their jobs in return 

for a similar deal for UK citizens living elsewhere in the EU.\nThat  staying in the single 

market is finalised to the benefit of everyone. If not, then the quick negotiation of trade 

agreements with as many countries as possible.\nThat restriction of EU immigrants freely 

coming to the UK is stopped.

86

Clearly defining what it will really mean for the country and not still constantly discussing 

the countries decision to leave or not

87

I good Brexit would mean that all Eastern Europeans would have to return to their own 

countries. It would entail leaving the single market and ending uncapped immigration from 

Eastern Europe in particular.



88 Getting out of Europe as fast as possible and leaving behind all the hanger on\'s

89 Apologising to the EU and begging them to take us back

90

Leaving the EU and ploughing the money we gave them back in to the NHS and affordable 

homes

91

Maintaining access to the European Single Market, even if it means agreeing to certain EU 

rules.

92 Access to the single market, free movement of people

93

no Brexit at all- cannot see a good outcome for anyone in this mess. Can we stop 

privatising everything and selling it off abroad please?

94

A good exit would be under our own rules and views. We need to bein charge of our own 

destiny now.

95 A smooth transition with continued trade and no adverse financial market reaction.

96

Economic uncertainty. Difficulty obtaining foreign car parts. Possible recession. Potential 

job losses.

97 Some how leaving the EU while having the same benefits.

98 Tolerance for cultural diversity

99

A Credit where the UK stays in the common market and foreign workers rights are 

protected

100

I would much rather it didn\'t happen. If it did happen, I\'d like to be given the choice to 

remain an EU citizen.

101 No Brexit at all.

102

Get what the majority of people (wrongly) voted for but maintain good relations with 

other nations after the split

103

As little disruption as possible, as good a deal for the country as possible, the best 

compromise on all issues

104 Total independence for the UK, exit from the single market and control of immigration.

105

First and foremost I think it means the government having had a clear plan in the first place 

of what to do and how to go about Brexit!  No change to taxes.  Continued (or even 

increased) funding for the NHS.  No massive cuts to public services.  Sensible changes to 

our laws.  The government having worked out things like global trade deals which mean 

that we as a country don\'t lose out and our economy doesn\'t shrink.  The country as a 

whole needs to be successful post-Brexit and I think this is going to be difficult to achieve.

106

A complete disconnect from the corrupt, unaccountable European Union - with the 

Germans and French plunged into recession

107 not sure

108 Prices stay as they are but less control from EU over what we do here

109 No more immigration

110 As little departure as possible from European values, community & economics.

111 it was ok

112 Maintaining as close ties as possible with Europe.

113 N/a

114

remaining in the EEC like Norway so we pay no import duty on items bought from with the 

EU/EEC

115 No leaving the EU!

116

Gaining back our sovereignty so that we can make our own laws and we can choose who 

we allow to settle in this country both for our sake and theirs. People don\'t seem to 

understand the UK is not a magical place where lives are transformed for the good 

overnight.

117 none

119

Maintaining a good relationship and trade with the EU, remaining in the single market even 

if it means allowing freedom of movement of EU citizens

120 Retaining access to the single market

121 That we can take charge of immigration and get our country back



122

Scotland and Northern Ireland should be able to have seperate deals or agreements, and 

the Westminster government need to ensure that the deals they make are best for the 

majority of the population, and not just satisfying the loud minority.

123 Fast and a good deal

124 Stop so much immigration, and make our own laws.

125 closed borders. exit from the single market

126

That the EU stays out of our decisions in the UK and in turn this strengthens our economy 

by starting to look after our own people instead of everyone else\'s.

127 Leaving all of the eu

128

Honestly I wouldn\'t want to exit the EU fully as I\'m concerned about some of the things 

people are planning to do when we\'re out like changing human rights, so I\'d like to still 

be protected by the EU.

129

I want to remain, so a good Brexit would mean no Brexit. However if Theresa May was 

more open  ... about everything  ... then this would help. We need to be able to trade easily 

with the EU and we need to have free movement, we also should be working with the EU 

to agree new rules for the movement of people. \n\nOur economy is already showing signs 

of the problems we could be seeing in the future, the government refuses to talk about 

anything at all, a large number of people think there isn\'t a plan and that those in 

government can\'t agree!

130

As an advocate of Remain,  I just hope Brevity does not negatively impact the UK.  A 

smooth transition is necessary.

131 No it\'s. Not

132 more jobs

133

Britain can be more powerful coz we can give more chances for our people to grow finally 

making the country to grow financially n also individually

134 that we don\'t actually leave

135 Maintaining strong links, including trading, social & economic, with Europe

137 I have no idea - the entire Brexit debate has become and absolute debarcle!

140 Free movement, access to single market

141

To have a country that doesn\'t loose out financially and can be able to trade with the rest 

of the world. Also for a country to be free to be able to govern themselves with out other 

countries being able to influence the country.

143

A good Brexit would be where the country is less involved with the EU but not cut off. A 

compromise.

144 crisis means crisis

145 No drastic changes in a negative way

146 A quick exit and for us to start and get our house in order

147 full control of borders while maintaining a trade deal with the EU

148

That after the Brexit we would have an immigration scheme to avoid every migrant coming 

in to the country and a price fair scheme to help prices stay at reasonable prices to avoid 

high bills and groceries. It would mean saving money and it means for a better future.

150 unsure

151

negotiations to enable us to trade worldwide including Europe but I believe Brexit means 

we will no longer able to access the single market. I hope for a fair system of immigration 

enabling those who have something to offer can continue to come.

153

There is no good brexit , only a least worst. So retaining membership of single market and 

much of the socialand environmental legislation. A solution that meets the needs of 

Scotland and Northern Ireland. A result that leaves nigel farage and ukip on the margins 

would be nice.

154 Leaving the EU with no reduction in my household\'s finances or ability to travel.

155 i dont think it exists



156

Nothing is a "good \'brexit" (sounds like a breakfast!), I\'ll be opting in to the EU & I\'ll 

probably move there eventually.

159

A good brexit to me would be No rises in tax or high interest rates . And little to no changes 

in the cost of  living due to higher costs of importing goods and raw materials.

160 Complete break from Europe

161 Higher food prices and fuel prices.

162 It means England not being part of europe

163 Leaving the EU

164 Proper controls and a reduction on, immigration.

165 Being able to travel in Europe without resrictions

166

Regain our sovereignty. Make our own laws, not be told what to do from unelected 

officials in Brussels. Protect our borders.

167

Where we retain full unrestricted  access to the single market and farmers have access to 

the labour they require from wherever

168

A good Brexit would mean to be able to support ourselves financially for the foreseeable 

future.

169 No longer being part of the European Union.

170 We are going to leave whether we like it or not

171 a turmoil and era of uncertainity

172 not leaving

173 Great Britain being independent again.

174 Leaving the eu and getting the border controlled again

175 We would leave full membership of the EU

176 Free movement of people and access to the single market

177

Staying in the single market and continuing free movement of abour. Treating the EU as a 

proper partner and not as the enemy.

178 Better for all

179 Not doing one

181 Being in control of our borders. Not be governed by Brussels.

182 Brexit!

183 Good student links with EU countries

185 Access yo free trade and movement accross europe

186 Nothing

187

More control of our borders, immigrants already here can stay as expats can stay in the 

appropriate countries and free trade

188 Essentially what we already have. Good trade agreements and free movement of people.

189

Block on immigration, maintenance of existing trading arrangements, return of control of 

laws to our parllament not the socialist Euro agenda. Enforced use of English for all 

immigrants

190 Not leaving Europe at all!

191 prosperity for the uk. europe can burn

192 stay as we are

193 As little change as possible as benefits of EU membership fair outweigh negatives

194

Exactly what they promised. "If you vote brexit, that is what you will get". Fully out and 

negotiate access.

196 Being out of the EU and making all our own rules

197 No brexit at all

198 Keeping euro trade deal

199 A good deal with the other countries.

200

The best economic result for Britain, where we are no worse off than currently, and 

manage to negotiate good trade deals with the rest of the world.

201 Not happening at all.

202 To get it done quickly, stop dragging it out

203 dk

204 not sure



205

I don\'t believe in such a thing- I\'d rather remain. but if it has to happen, it would be 

"soft", with free movement, opportunities to travel for work & education protected, EU 

citizenship protection (i.e. for my EU citizenship to be retained), and protection for EU 

citizens who are already living, working and studying here, with reciprocal arrangements 

for BG citizens in the EU.

206 No more immagration in the UK

207 Hard brexit. Leaving the single market to completly unshackle from EU rules

208

In the long term being a member of a massively restructured eu. In the short term minimal 

negative impact on the UK and its relationship with Europe.

209

No Brexit at all would be good, otherwise continued membership of the single market and 

customs union

210 still able to trade freely with the rest of europe

211

Preferably no Brexit, but if it does happen, continued trading links with the EU by 

remaining in the single market and customs union, allowing EU citizens living and working 

in the UK to remain here, maintaining the current cheaper university fees for EU students 

wanting to study here, staying within the European Convention on Human Rights, keeping 

membership of the European arrest warrant system, encouraging Nigel Farage to go and 

live permanently on the USA.

212 No customs union , no ECJ

213 Take back control but positive actions alongside EU

214

Maintaining open trading relations with the EU, continued free movement of people and 

capital. Constructive, friendly continued diplomatic relations with EU and co-operation on 

world affairs. Open and constructive relationships being built it\'s the rest of the world. 

That the population of the UK maintains an outward looking, welcoming attitude and does 

not retreat into insularity and little englander attitudes.

215

Scotland and N. Ireland not being taken out of the EU due to the will of people in other 

countries.

216 Trade deal with Europe without open borders and unnecessary bureaucracy.

217 bring back control of our country

218 Leaving the Eu!

219

It would mean that continued to allow free movement of people & that would allow to 

remain involved with Europe even though we have to leave the EU.

220 less EU Bureacracy, but close trading prospects

221 No more immigrants allowed into the country and a safer border

222

The pound being at a good exchange rate, and still having good trading links with Europe as 

well as the rest of the world.

223

No Brexit is good in my view, but it is essential to retain membership of the single market 

and the customs union.

224 No ones knows

225

Having OUR say on laws and immigration.  Not being instructed by Europe on what we can 

do and cannot do!

226 Remain part of the single market and free movement of people

227 No brexit

228 done smoothly with minimal fuss even if that takes longer.

229 for it to happen, sooner rather than later

230

Leaving the European Union but keeping within the European common market. There are 

around the same number of countries within European which export to the UK as there are 

importers.

231

A good Brexit for me would be for T May to go to Brussels tomorrow and cut ALL ties with 

EU.  Then come home and close our borders to ALL immigration.  stop sending any money 

to EU and see how it goes from there.\n\nSet up an immigration unit and allow in some 

migrants from troubled countries and workers that we need.\n\nWhen that is done 

negotiations can start on any other issues but we must be outside EU before this can 

happen



232

No Brexit at all. Seriously how stupid does a country need to be to shoot itself in the foot 

like this.

233

Breaking away fro the waste and corruption in Brussels would be liberating. The EU is a 

failing institution and the Euro itself will fail. States such as Greece, Portugal and Italy 

cannot live in economic partnership with thw advanced northern economies. Good trade 

deals with the world outside the EU will see UK prosper.

234 Single market access

235

A Brexit in which we didn\'t leave the Trade Market, a Brexit in which the pound stayed 

and a Brexit in which we were not racist toward immigrants. A Brexit where the pound 

strengthened.

236 there cannot be a good brexit

237 Knowing that we\'re taking care of ourselves. Making our own trade agreements...

238

Withdrawing from the EU, taking control of who is allowed in to the UK, try to negotiate 

favorable terms of trade.

239

Get the best deal we can from the EU ,if they do not,get out as fast as we can and trade 

with the rest of the world.After all the EU needs us more than we need them.

240 Maintain access to the common market and complete Brexit with minimum disruption.

241 leaving europe should be  easy for all

242 dont know

243 Giving up the whole idea, and committing ourselves to a full participation in the EU.

244 it not happening

245 Removing social, educational and economic divisions.

246 MAKING SURE EVERYONE GETS A GOOD DEAL

247 cut immigration take control of our laws

248 out of the European union fully

249 it doesn\'t happen

250 dont no

251 Getting out of Eu for good

252

not paying for europe\'s cock-ups, having border control and starting to create our own 

laws for once again

253

well I do agree coming out of eu is a good thing maybe because we are no longer under the 

rule of eu rules that are rules set for all but we are all different country\'s and have 

different problems speak different ive never understood why we have the same rules and 

yes we are also far to full our services cannot go any further to provide services for people 

that haven\'t put anything in the pot to start with!

254 No arguments or Troubles when leaving

255 Keep British companies running strong and employment for British people.

256 Out of EU and be independent as we werebefore

257

I cannot imagine a good brexit. I think the whole idea is disastrous. We are stronger 

together.

258 Not happening at all

259

To put a halt to immigration all together and then only issue a visa to anyone that we 

might need  . Send back all illegal immigriants Leave the single market

260 we still maintain good relations but control our own country

261 Not sure.

262 Minimal disruption of existing trade deals, and continuing links with our European allies.

263

TO BE ABLE TO CARRY ON HAVING THE OPPORTUNITY TO WORK ANYWHERE IN TH EU 

AND LIVE THERE

267 Out fast

269 No idea

270

Maintaining access or equivalence to the single market but greater controls on 

immigration.

271 More job opportunities



272

Get away from the interfering non elected politicians who keep messing with our country 

asap

274 Scotland still has access to the single market and free movement of people

275 Staying in the single market with full freedom of movement and protection for the NHS

276

Stop all immigrants  unless they already have an employment offer and to cancel their 

status if they cease to work for that company.  Ending the bureaucratic gravy train.  Ending 

the court of human rights and introducing a constitution for British Citizens allowing the 

deportation of any immigrants who commits an offence leading to a custodial sentence.

277 Maintaining free movement of workers without eu red tape and costs

278 We stay \'friends\' with Europe, no political fights

279

Completely leaving the EU for good - no more payments to the EU and no more say in our 

rules and laws.  A trade deal is a separate issue but there should be no compromise on free 

movement of labour as that is what many of us voted for when we voted leave.  Access to 

the single market would be ideal but is not essential - we buy more from Europe than they 

do from us and it is not in their interests to make trade between us difficult.  A deal should 

be done to allow British citizens in Europe and EU citizens in the UK who are already here 

to be able to stay, again it is in both our interests to do this.

280 I would like it to be cancelled altogether

281 unsure

282

It would mean us taking control of immigration, lifting red tape and being able to flourish 

like the history we were built on.

283 Maintaining trade deals

284 Everything promised coming true, lower immigration, free trade

285 Remaining a member of the single market and not totally closing borders

286 that we still get what we do now from europe

287 Strong pound \nFree world trade, no punitive barriers in EU\nNo barriers to travel

288 I couldnt comment as to a good brexit as i voted remain and still think it\'s a bad idea

289

One that avoids damaging EU and British relations that may have a detrimental impact on 

the country beyond market access.

292 Leaving the EU but with good relationships with the other countries

293

Ok Adopts as much of the same eu policies to reduce costs in rewriting everything and 

making drastic changes to agriculture/pharmaceutical and travel industry. Same level of 

Funding will still be given to departments as was allocated by the eu

294

Stability of economy\nCountry (in general) uniting behind the deals that we are signed up 

to

295 Getting totally out of EU and no more freedom of movement

296 keeping as much of the European safeguards as possible

297

The UK economy not crashing and the pound going below 1 to 1.20 to both US dollars and 

Euros.\nControl of immigration but ensure the economy does not suffer from it. More 

control of the laws without losing the good ones that have been put in place by the EU.

298 Anything as long as we leave europe as quick as possible.

299 Leaving the EU completely.

300

Good, for me, would be what is often referred to as soft Brexit.  I am very fearful of what is 

described as hard Brexit.\nAs a past winner of Queen\'s award for exports, I know how 

valuable the open access market is, free of control.  Our European trading partners cannot 

be relied upon to provide us with such free and easy access after Brexit, hard or soft.\nA 

good Brexit can only follow some honest acknowledgement by its proponents of the 

practical difficulties that will be presented by any level of withdrawal.

301 Get out of europe and away from the single market



302 Control of borders and more money to be spent on UK services rather than Brussels

303 A good Brexit would mean still having access to the EU trade market.

304

That the UK negotiates fair terms for the things it needs from its European neighbours. I 

also think that having voted Brexit the country can\'t expect any favours.

305 staying in the eu

306 Keeping the social part of the Euro but not necessarily the restrictions on trade

307

JUST WALKING AWAY, NOW!   THOSE E.U. MEMBERS THAT WANT TO TRADE WITH US 

CAN, BUT ON OUR TERMS.. GERMANY, FRANCE, AND A LOT OF OTHER E.U. COUNTRIES, 

HAVE A FAR, FAR   LOT MORE TO LOSE THAN WE DO. GERMANY ALONE, COULDN`T STAND 

A LOSS OF TRADE TO US, THAT WOULD RESULT IN 1-2 MILLION PLUS JOB LOSSES

308 Maintaining open borders, free trade and not making very many changes.

309 blocking of our borders for all still get  good trade deals

310 Actually leaving the European Union. Including the single market and customs union

311

MAINTAIN GOOD RELATIONSHIP WITH EUROPEAN PARTNERS AND THE EU. ACCESS TO 

THE SINGLE MARKET.

312 The country and the people do not suffer with increased costs and taxes

313

None at all. But at least one with strong ties to Europe remaining. Options to easily allow 

movement of people if not quite free movement and a strong trade deals that encourages 

trading with european countries.\nA commitment to projects like single skies.

314 No brexit

315 speedy without inteference

316

Paying as little as possible for the administration of the brexit. And policy and workings of 

our relationship with the EU carrying on almost exactly as it currently is

318

Good Brexit means that we can peacefully and amicably negotiate our departure from EU 

and still behave like good neighbors.

319 honestly dont have a clue

320 cannot wait for britain to leave the E U

321

What we voted for, repeal the 1972 act and fully leave membership of the eu. No fees, no 

movement of people and NO single market

322

Maintaining good trade deals, ensuring we continue to follow environmental regulations, 

ensuring costs of goods don\'t increase, improving the strength of the pound,

323 the economy and the pound not crashing, retaining close links with europe

324

Keeping the trade, science, education, freedom of movement, payments to farmers and 

controls on fishing that existed before.

325 better pay

326 SECURITY

327 Not sure.

328 We completely leave the EU and the single market

329 a good brexit would mean not leaving the EU

330

A good, uninterrupted, trade deal between the UK and EU. Also trade deals set up with 

other countries so when the "exit" button is pressed (or the process Article 50 initiates 

concludes), we are not stuck on IMF deals with everyone else.

331 No Brexit at all! I wanted to remain in the European Union.

332 Living by our laws

333 It not happening

334 Hard Brexit, full control of borders and out of the single market

335 not leaving the Euro would be the best thing for me!

336

A good Brexit would be no Brexit at all.  The disadvantages of leaving the EU are going to 

far outweigh any advantages.

337 Staying in!

339

Free movement within the EU for goods and people but no payments made to foreign 

nationals or dependents abroad



340 Free trade and movement of people. Minimal disruption to business and people.

342

Stay in the single market, no tariffs. Alternatively scrap the brexit idea totally as it is poorly 

thought out and frankly idiotic!

343

The ability to take back control of our borders (ie. immigration) and our laws (especially 

human rights law) without seriously compromising our trading relationships with Europe

344

I AM SO CONFUSED THAT I AM UNSURE. WE NEED TO STAY IN THE SINGLE MARKET AND 

ALTHOUGH I THINK THAT IMMAGRATION  IS A GOOD THING WE ARE ONLY A SMALL 

ISLAND AND ONLY THOSE WHO HAVE SOMETHING TO OFFER SHOULD BE ALLOWED IN

345 Free movement intact, remain in free market

346 removal from the EU

347 nothing would be good

348 The end result being Scottish independence

349 Quick.

350 a clean break with no hidden agenda by the government

351 dk

352

Control unrestricted immigration.\nTake back law making.\nIdentify and deport illegal 

immigrants.\nBuild strong trading links outside the EU.\nLook after British people first by 

reducing overseas aid to the countries that don\'t need it i.e. India.\nSupport British 

companies rather than foreign ones.\nStand up for the British way of life and culture.

353 More control on immigration.

354

Continued access to the single market, retaining at least some elements of the customs 

union, some free movement

355 No brexit

356 STILL ABLE TO MOVE FREELY IN EU WITHOUT THE NEED FOR VISAS

357 don\'t know

360 Small or no increases in my cost of living.

361 Not leaving the EU

362 no brexit at all

363 I have no good things to say about brexit.

364

cost of food not rising nor the cost of other good we all use and take for granted like online 

shopping from other countries petrol etc.holidays.

365 out soon

366 maintaining trade links with europe and adding new deals with the rest of the world

368 Briten\'s exit but that is not beneficial for country\'s economy in long run.

369 not sure

370 phased leave

371 Control of our finances and borders  Doing away bureaucracy and silly laws.

372 Keeping EU citizenship.

373

Maintaining trade with Europe and the world, taking back control of out own borders and 

laws.

374

Completely revoking our membership from the EU including the single market. Then we 

can make our own trade deals with the world on our terms, control our borders and make 

decisions for ourselves without interference from un-elected bureaucrats in Brussels. 

Brexit will allow the UK to decide it\'s own destiny and become a key player on the world 

stage again.

375 Remains in the single market

376

No freedom of movement- a consistent visa/green card system for ALL nationalities. 

Access to free trade, maybe paying a small fee but not sacrificing any other principles and if 

it can\'t be obtained that way then leave entirely, operate on WTO rules. Sovereignty of 

our courts/parliament and no influence at all from EU.

377 no such thing

378 keep inflation down



379

that financially we are better off, we have acces to the trade agreements with the rest of 

Europe

380 Retaining our travel and trade rights with the EU in the main

381

HAVING A CLEARLY DEFINED POLICY ENCOMPASSING ALL ASPECTS OF THE BREXIT 

PROCESS AND ANSWERING ALL QUESTIONS RELATED TO IT

382 One where the country prospers after it laves the EU

383 Good economy

384 a disaster

385 good relationship with all countries EU amongst them

387 DONT KNOW

389 Something that works for everyone

390

No free movement of EU citizens, being able to choose who we deal with, when we deal 

with them and for our benefit and not for the whole of the EU.  Immigration to be cut.  We 

should be able to kick anyone convicted of a crime out of our country and bar them from 

returning.  Return all illegal immigrants to the country they came through before they 

reached us.  Ability to make trade agreements for ourselves and in our favour.  Ability to 

control our own borders, our own laws, employment rights.  To not have another 

country(s) telling us what we have to do.

391 Independence from Europe and freedom to trade as we wish

392 The economy gets better

393 More jobs

394 Absolute hard Brexit, exit the market & end free movement of people.

395 Britain exit from Europe on its own terms

396 Staying in Europe and forgetting it happened

397 not leaving

398 stop all the scroungers coming over here and get rid of the ones that are here

399 No idea I find it a bit confusing

400

Leaving the EU without the economy and jobs nosediving. No effect to my finances or my 

family.

401 I don\'t think there is the possibility of a good Brexit if I am being perfectly honest

402 So we don\'t get left high and dry

403 MUCH LESS IMMIGRATION BETTER ECONOMY

404 Completely free from Europe

405 Staying in the single market and keeping free movement

406 No Brexit. End this silly idea and start making a success of the EU.

407 less unemployment - British jobs for British people

408 quick and decisive so everyone knows where they stand

409

A good brexit would mean the UK not depending on the Eu for everything, and getting our 

justice system back

410 A good deal on trade agreements.

411 As little Brexit as possible

412 I dont want to leave BREXIT, so its not good

413

The Remoaners accepting that we ARE going to leave the EU and that Britain is looking 

outwards to a bright nrw future. Oh, and that the bureacrats in Brussels wake up to the 

fact that trade and self interests will prevail and that Britain has sufficient clout to get 

appropriate trade and migration deals.

414 No Brexit

415 good economy for the country

416 To keep free trade with the EU

417

that britain has a fair place in the world and our quality of life stays the same with the 

chance to improve

418 No change to the status quo

419 NOT SURE

420

We would become a country led/ruled by ourselves without any interference from the 

Euro block. We have never been classed a full European members, firstly because we are 

an island and secondly because we would never accept the Euro.

421 no brexit or access to the single market



422

UK can trade with any other country without being penalised unfairly. People can still 

come here to work and UK citizens can work in any country they want.

423 People stopping talking about bloody Brexit.

424

To have good trading while no longer being part of the EU, and to have fair regulation 

when it comes to immigration

425 out of the single market and the customs unit

426 Leaving the EU completely, leaving the single market, having control over our own borders

427 not sure

428 To leave the EU and secure/control borders with freedom to make our own laws

430 Stability and good business deals with other countries

431 If it didn\'t happen...

432 Leaving as quickly as possible

433 Lower prices on food holiday and taxes

434

Out of Europe but access to the single market. We will need control over immigration and 

a points based system for workers for key industries and services.

435 cut down significantly on immigration and control our own laws and borders

436 Quickly with a secure economic future still in place

438

People in the country coming together to put up a united front and, if necessary, cutting 

back on their spending until the country finds its equilibrium. We have become too used to 

a throw-away society, easy come, easy go.

439 good economy, safe nhs, free movement

440 Complete break from E.U.

441

Staying in the EU or negotiating a good departure -one where we can still travel freely into 

Europe without visas or extra costs.

442

A good brexit would mean that things would be as much like before brexit as they possible 

could be

443 Staying in the single market

444

A good Brexit would mean not making the economy worse, not losing human and civil 

rights, not making it harder to travel and work in the EU, not endangering our public 

services further, not increasing xenophobia.

445 A complete u-turn so we can stay in the EU!

446 leave EU single market. manage own rules and laws

447 getting things right don\'t let theresa may get involved

448 keeping some relations open with europe so we can trade and travel freely

449

Access to the EU single market in return for a sensibly negotiated annual fee, plus an 

insistence from the EU on current fundamental rules on employment rights etc as part of 

the deal.  Unfettered immigration into the UK however is not negotiable.  We need to be 

able to ensure that our internal social services infrastructure can cope.

450 A clear HARD break

451

That we can still trade as easily with the countries we do at the moment.\nThat they sort 

out the immigration problems.\nThat they take care of the people who live in this country.

452 Interest rates rising, house prices falling, access to the single market, lower net migration

453 Stronger economy

454 Doing in properly and leaving the single market. Taking time to do the job properly

455 Better employment prospects for the country

456

It would mean having a good control of our country and laws with sufficient access to 

trade within Europe

458 you cannot have a good Brexit - Brexit is nonsense

459

A hard Brexit if necessary - one that enables us to control immigration, even if it means 

losing access to the single market.

460 A second referendum on the  final offer



461 to cut legislative powers with brussels but to maintain  trading links with the EU

462 No Brexit and the continuation of freedom of movement

463 better income

464

one that would mean, that Brexit does not happen. That the UK stays part in the EU and 

that we get on to more serious issues like the war in Syria

465 Neutral

466 Good trade deal with Europe

467 Ability to control own financial and economic status

468 Not being ruled by Germany and having control of our borders

469 not doing it

470 Not Brexitting

471

Completely out of the EU.  As quickly as possible and then let industry decide for itself 

what steps it wants to take to trade.  The government should stop beinga nanny state.

472 Not being bound by EU law, but still maintaining close ties with europe

473 There is no good brexit

474 Benefits for people of our country

475

Trade deals with new trade partners outside of the EU. \nShared intelligence & security 

information with the EU.

476 NOT LEAVING THE EU

477 out of the single market and an end to uncontrolled immigration

478

If the whole process was completed without politicians spending more time arguing and 

complaining about each other than actually working together to ensure a good deal/result.

479 Remaining in Europe!!

480 Controls on Immigration

481 Less immigration,more jobs for us, no more bullying fro Brussels

482

Achieving sensible deals and exit strategies. Without being punished by other insecure 

members of the eu

483 Better reforms,  better quality of life and also travel within Europe

484 Remaining or as near to that as possible

485 getting a good deal

486 we contral our own parliment

487 control of immigration and access to the market

488 LEAVE NOW

489 A good Brexit would mean it wasnt happening.

490 limit the bad impact to the economy as much as possible

491 for me there is no good brexit

492

Being able to have control on immigration but also have free flow to European country to 

visit, work and study

494

Getting it sorted in as shorter time as possible. Actually I did not vote to leave the EU, but 

since it is going to happen, a quick exit would be better.  Theresa May is not going to get 

everything she asks for as far as Trade deals and that go, but she will fight for the best deal 

possible.

495

Very little change with visa free travel throughout Europe, no EU laws applying to UK, no 

payment to EU, free trade with Europe maintained, no change in security arrangements.

496

A good Brexit would mean no Brexit at all!  \nI would prefer a "soft" Brexit, with access to 

the single market and still keeping good relationships with other EU countries.

497

Complete withdrawal from the European Union and from the single market. We would be 

free to set all of our own laws and make our own trade deals without restrictions

499 No more punishment in cutting a persons monies

502 Leave Europe completely

503 I never wanted Brexit

504 still maintaining strong cultural and financial links with Europe



505

A deal where people won\'t lose their jobs because the products or services they provide 

can\'t be sold without tariffs increasing the costs. People already living here not being told 

to leave the country because they don\'t fit certain criteria. Our existing legal entitlements 

not being taken away when  the break finally occurs.

506

Stability for uk economy, the £ to increase in value again, basically to get the best deal 

possible

507

Reducing the number of immigrants, freedom to make trade deals with individual 

countries

508 Completely get out of Europe, no ties.

509 to go through smooth as possible

510 Easy, complete, agreeable, laws made by Britain for the British

511

THAT WE CAN MAKE OUR OWN RULES ON EVERYTHING, IMMIGRATION OR TRADE WISE 

ETC.

512 FAIR EXCHANGE OF TRADE AND FOREIGNERS ALLOWED IN

513 Negotiating the best deal for Britain in respect of trade and immigration.

514 Independent and free from EU clutches

515 Best trade deals possible and control of borders

516 Leaving the EU, but remaining as part of the single market.

517

Being able to succeed on our own with our own rules. Controlling our borders, beibg 

tougher on migrants to learn english as nd intdgrate

518

to stop the influx of immigrants so that there is less of a financial burden on the u.k. 

especially when it comes to the NHS and benefits and to be able to trade with whoever we 

want without restriction so that we are not bound by any laws from the EU

519 more jobs for English people and better nhs

520 That we still be part of euro

521 worries

522 That we cut all ties with the EU and and we start again with trade treaties.

523 MAKING OUR OWN RULES

524

A quick withdrawal from the EU without any penalties and taking back control of our 

borders and stopping immigration and benefits tto immigrants

525 No change to the way things are now remain in EU

526 To get the bloody thing sorted out. No more petty bickering.

527

Control of borders, immigration , courts , and law making. Ongoing commercial 

relationships with companies in Europe and worldwide including commonwealth countries. 

Suitable arrangements with Europe to enable the City of London to continue as leading 

world financial centre. Continued cooperation with Europe on defence, security including 

cooperation in identifying terrorist threats. No obligation to provide funds to Europe. A 

continuing warm relationship with EU member countries.

528

There can be no good Brexit - I\'m a remainer - but if it is to happen, it must be by open, 

honest and mature negotiation - with any decisions taken to Parliament for debate.

529 Brexit means Brexit and all illegal people here should be sent back

530 Being able to leave the EU with low immigration to the UK and sensible tariffs

531

No Brexit at all. By any means possible up to and including s coup d\'etat. Any change in 

our lationship with the EU will be a complete disaster and a teagedy.

532

THat Scotland would be able to afford to improve social services, health care, education 

public transport, etc

533 Clean break from the EU and ability to set up our trade deals with individual countries.

534

Quick hard Brexit would mean the country can get on & develope business throughout the 

world.

535

Keeping as close to the EU as possible, including keeping access to the single market & free 

movement of people



536

A GOOD BREXIT FOR ME WOULD BE STILL BEING ABLE TO TRADE WITH EUROPE WHILST 

BEING ABLE TO SET OUR OWN BORDER CONTROLS AND NOT LETTING EUROPE HAVE ANY 

CONROLE OVER OUR LAWS OR BUSINESS PRACTICES. IDEALLY IT WOULD ALSO MEAN 

PAYING NO MONEY INTO EUROPEAN COFFERS

537 control over borders and laws, be part of global economy and not just EU

538 Fairness and good economy

539

No Brexit at all. I would like the whole idea of Brexit scrapped and we go back to the way 

we were in 2015 which was much better.

540 Leave the EU completely as soon as is possible

541

A good Brexit would mean able to maintain the services of the high profile jobs and 

immigrants from the financial sector in the country and also provide support for those who 

are struggling to make ends meet.

542 Economic stability

543 It would have to be a complete reversal of the vote and a decision taken to stay in the EU!

544 Being a member of the EEA.

546 Not sure

547 Making Parliament supreme in all areas

548 no intereference from brussels

549

retains access to the single market, protecting all existing rights in employment and other 

social protections

551 Exiting the EU without ANY further payments & Full Control over Immigration

552

becoming an independent Nation again - not being controlled by European dictators who 

have not been elected as our MPs have.  Being able to purchase our goods from whatever 

country we wish to do so and able to import from the Commonwealth again.  Our Laws not 

being over-ruled by non elected anonymous figures hiding away under the auspices of the 

EU.  Not having to pay MEPs extortionate salaries and expenses for being in Europe.  

Having control over how OUR finances are spent.  Perhaps being able to stem the tide of 

immigrants trying to come into Britain expecting to be looked after and taking our money 

that we have paid during our work period of some 55 years plus and now receiving 

reduced benefits.  \n\nOur Health facilities being used and abused and leaving more time 

for the contributing community to receive the benefits to which they are entitled.

553 quick and decent returns

554 Ensuring that we get the best deal possible to be in a strong position.

555 I believe a good Brexit is an oxymoron

556 Keep trade

557 No changes at all.  Not likely but hardly any changes would be best.

558 NO MORE FREE BORDERS AND IMMERGRANTS FLOODING THE COUNTRY

559

Getting out of the EU as soon as possible, cutting immigration and getting back control of 

our country.

560

Protecting trade between the UK and the EU. I don\'t see how any benefits can be 

achieved.  It\'s a bit like joining a club that aims to save you money and give you exclusive 

access to products only to demand that you still have access to them when you cancel your 

membership!

561

To leave European Union for good and make our own way in the world as we used to.\nTo 

then manage our own borders, and get rid of any foreign criminals without worrying 

whether the ECJ says we can or not

562 Brittan will leave the EU completely

563 Nothing

564

A clear exit, leave the single market and to not be part of the customs union. I just want us 

to be an independent sovereign trading nation, free of ALL eu ties.

565 Good relationship whit other EU countries, good deals for trade, tourism,etc

566

the collapse of this government, a concerted attempt to explain the benefits of EU 

membership and stop the lies of the papers, particularly the tabloids

567 Leaving as quickly as possible with the best deal for the UK.



568 nothing not interested

569 Staying within the customs union, allowing free flow of current EC citizens seeking work

570 Regaining control of immigration while trading with the world,  somewhat like Switzerland.

571 remaining!

572 No such thing as a good Brexit.  I don\'t think we should be leaving the EU

573

Regaining FULL control of own borders and removal of EU influence over our judicial 

systems. If we could maintain membership of the Single Market it would be nice but by no 

means imperative. I am prepared to pay a considerable economic penalty to \'get my 

country back\'.

574 A good Brexit would be one that doesn\'t have a negative impact on the economy.

575 freedom of trade

576 Cut all political ties with europe

577 A good brexit means we can still trade with Europe

578 Control immigration, make own laws,

579

Our removal from the EU as quickly and as painlessly as possible.  The trading issues can be 

dealt with at a later stage if necessary.

580 a hard break if the EU don\'t give us free market without control of borders

581

A quick transition from the EU, sensible decisions from all parties, with minimal impact on 

the UK financial position etc.

583 hardest brexit possible.

584 freedom from european red tape and control

585

A good Brexit would mean that we would get out of the EU quickly, not letting it drag on 

for years, not letting the "Bremoaners" keep delaying our exit.\nThe longer it drags on the 

worse it will become.

586 migration reduced and controlled

587 completely out of European  unity

588

A good brexit would mean other countrys seeing we have left, and be brave enough to 

follow, then a much, fairer and cheaper system put in place.

589

I can;t imagine there is such a thing as a good brexit - it was a mistake to vote this way and 

prices are already rising and there is already unrest against EU nationals. It is shameful that 

the UK thinks it can go it alone when together is stronger

590

There\'s no such thing as a "good" Brexit.  It\'ll be a disaster, especially since May is an 

incredibly weak PM.

591 It happens quickly

592 Not to impact my finances at all

593

For it not to happen at all. I think we need to stay in the union and make reforms from 

within.

594 A full break from the EU

595

Good Brexit would mean that the process is put in place asap and we remain strong and 

true to what the people who voted \'no\' wanted. It means not dithering about and 

causing more uncertainty. Large businesses must also stop blaming Brexit on their lack of 

sales or bad management.\nGood Brexit would mean being fair to those people from 

Europe who are here already earning money and paying taxes but it also means that any 

others need to have the relevant paperwork to get in.

596

I don`t think there can be "a good brexit" But it would boil down to Scotland getting a good 

trade deal & accepting freedom of movement

597 Soft

598 More money and opportunity for me and my family, job security.

599

To leave the European Union without it costing too much in exit fees and still be able to 

trade with everyone without penalties

600 stay in the single market

601

No price rises, the freedom from laws decided by Brussels and not paying the eu vast sums 

of money

602 dont know



603 Britain staying in the single market including free movement of people would be ideal.

604 Getting out of europes control to manage our own laws etc

605 no brexit at all. Retaining as much of the EU related stuff like the single market as possible.

607

We stop paying anything to the EU. We get to control our borders to stop unwanted 

immigration. We can set up deals with any country we choose without the EU putting on 

tariffs.

608 Complete control over our laws and borders, and ability to do business with the world

609 no higher unemployment or costs to the general public

610

Full control of our borders.  That doesn\'t mean no immigration but means we choose who 

we let in to live and work here based on those people who are willing to work and have the 

skills that are a benefit to our economy and which are currently in short supply.  It also 

means that our parliament and justice system regain their status of the final authority in 

decision making.  Any of the laws that we have that are EU laws can be made British laws if 

they are a good thing and we can ditch the ones that aren\'t.

611 No change to what we have now

612 Means leaving the European Union and the single market.

613 Access to the single market and customs union

614 Everything stays the same

615 There is no such thing as a "good" Brexit we need a second vote and remain in the EU

616

Total separation from the EU and particularly from the European Court of Justice, with the 

power to control our own borders and the ability to do it.

617 That I didn\'t end up paying extra for food a car fuel.

618 Dk

619 not in favour of brexit the UK should stay in the EU

620 no changes as retired.but dearer holidays

622 no idea

623 Retaining trade and free movement arrangements

624 It should men Brexit as the majority of this country wants

625 a brexit that worked for ordinary people rather than big business and bankers.

626 A soft Brexit where we aren\'t totally cut off from the EU.

627 Staying in Europe

628

It would mean our government having a look at the sort of deals other non EU countries 

have that are in the single market and putting together something very similar. It would 

also entail the government finally admitting that immigration from the EU is not the issue, 

it is the thousands coming in fron non EU countries that are causing mayhem. Immigrants 

they could actually control if they bothered to. We agreed to a Common Market and the 

government, without our consent, put us in the EU. We need to go back to the Common 

Market and do as Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway have done or even Switzerland.

630 Very quick but with trade relations with Europe intact.  Less immigration from Europe.

631 Not leaving!

632 leaving the eec as soon as possible

633

To still have really good business links with European countries and ease of movement 

when holidaying

634

To be rid of the corrupt practices and interference from the EU. The money pit that sucked 

huge amounts from the UK, and turned the NHS into an International Health Service, and 

which run roughshod over UK citizens human rights will be behind us, and we will be free, 

repeat, free to rejoin the Commonwealth and be masters of our own destiny.

635 Right out of the EU



636

retaining access to the single market, whilst seeking out the best possible trade deals for 

the UK amongst nations external to the EU.  Maintaining the protection of workers and 

environmental rights. Continuing to allow freedom of movement for skilled labour to and 

from the UK, whilst introducing a points system for migrants similar to that of Australia, to 

ensure the UK accepts quality immigrants (excluding refugees) that are not detrimental to 

UK society

637 There is no good brexit, only bad brexit and/or worse brexit

638

Too be completely out of Europe. To have proper boarder control, stop immigration and 

get our country back.

639 Immigration completely stopped

640 still freedom as is now

641

A good Brexit will mean new trade deals with countries around the globe, other than EU, 

for example USA, India, Australia, Japan. \nAlso if we can have low tariffs for goods 

entering the EU and a reciprocal arrangement with goods coming here. We should 

continue to comply with regulations in industries that have global markets.

642

A brexit that keeps a single market open and still allows immigration in and out of the 

country.

643 Getting out of Europe,we don\'t need them

644

All negotiations are amicable, no hostility between countries. Also no recessions for our 

country.

645

If we could leave the EU but still remain civil with other countries and have good 

relationships with them. Both trade and otherwise.

646

We leave Europe and their petty rules and regulations and make our country great again 

instead of the whipping boy it\'s become we can decide on our own immigration level and 

buy from where we want not where we are told

647 There is no such thing as a good brexit.

648 Not sure

649 Stay in European market

650 none

651 If people\'s lives weren\'t influenced too much about it

652 protecting rights but leaving the eu

653

Hard to say since it\'s a new process and they\'ll be dealing with it as they go along, 

therefore having a realistic idea is near impossible.\n\nBut if I was to put it arbitrarily, 

retain free movement & involvement in the single market. Increase in value of the pound.

654 sTOP PAYING HUGE SUMS TO THE EU AND GOVERN OURSELVES AGAIN

655

that europe and uk do a deal thats sees a smooth transaction, without extra cost to the uk 

and we can retain our own laws and sovereignty

656 no idea really

657

That we are still able to trade with other countries and that we still are able to visit 

European

659

I would rather we hadn\'t voted out in the first place but I think now it means have a clear 

and quick plan/response - start leaving as soon as possible to maintain stability. For me a 

good brexit would mean not being financially (or job wise) affected

660

A good brexit would mean that we leave swifty and with a good, i.e. we stay in the single 

market

661

Still being able to trade with other countries and pass freely into other countries. A crack 

down on immigration and not letting as many people from other countries take permanent 

residence in our country. The same prices for food and drink

662 We\'d still be on good terms with the rest of the EU and are still able to trade with them

663 Staying in the scheme and trading zones

664

Freedom from EU political control. Especially concerning free movement of labour. I\'m 

not much concerned about the free market or customs union. the UK is powerful enough 

and clever enough to succeed with or without them.

665 not losing our travel or working rights in the eu

666 non-discrimination, fair immigration, equal opportunities



667

To still have free circulation of European people and to have a good relationship with the 

rest of the big EU players like Germany

668 Don\'t know

669 Still remaining part of free trade with Europe.

670 get the best deal

671 still unsure what is going on ,guess we will have to wait

672 theres no good about brexit. Terrible idea we have to live with

673 to leave the single market

675 Remain in EU

676 still being able to travel and work freely.

677

Leaving the EU and having no problems trading on the single market without being made 

to carry on paying into the EU.

678 Remaining in single market. Backlash triggers second Scottish Independence refernedum

679 immigration control and NHS improving

680

A clean exit then fresh negotiations with the world over trade etc. Addition of our 

preferred parts of EU laws to British. New British directives.

681 Beneficial for the country

682 U.K. Will look after itself

683

Straightforward trade agreements without being tied to the European court of hr, red tape 

and immigtation

684 keep entry to single market at reasonable cost

685 Leaving eu and sending them all where they belong

686 I would rather we stay with a better deal

687

Still being able to access the single market even at a cost and being able to look after our 

own immigration policy

688

Reducing the freedom of movement so we get more skilled immigration, but still allowing 

efficient trading between the UK and EU. Also ensuring, people cannot claim benefits until 

they\'ve lived here a certain length if time

690 stay the same ish

691

Maintaining  all the useful parts of being part of a European market without the constraints 

of full membership. Dispensing with payments and rules that are detrimental to U.K. 

growth.

692

I DON\'T THINK THERE IS SUCH A THING AS A GOOD BREXIT, WE WILL LOSE THE SINGLE 

MARKET AND PROBABLY INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF IMMIGRANTS  WE GET NOW, IF NOT 

FROM THE EU THEN THEY WILL COME FROM SYRIA, LIBYA ETC

693 Out of single market, controlled immigration

694 Everything to stay as it was as I wanted to remain in the European Union.

695 Better economy

696 No idea, and I don\'t think May has either

697 Safe a country

699 means where out of Europe

700 Not leaving the EU!

701 dk

703 Keeping trade with the EU and keeping human rights and equality legislation.

704

I think eventually the country will be better as a whole once we get over the numpties who 

say its for worse.  We can trade freely without the stupid people who know nothing about 

our country telling us what to do.  We can have control over immigration which is a big 

issue for this country

705 Leaving the European Union but remaining part of Europe to allow movement and trade

706 A good trade and immigration still open deal

707

getting out of the EU quickly and taking back control of our country and who we trade with 

and who we let in

708 Not leaving



709

A good Brexit (I can\'t believe I wrote those words) is to somehow make it seem that 

we\'ve really left etc. but to actually not really have any changes. I would still want to be in 

the economic area, still want to be able to easily travel (not move) to EU countries, as an 

existing EU citizen, still want to be able to work in other EU countries at least for a few 

years without a visa, and I\'d love it if the UK could actually still be involved in decisions. So 

basically, a good Brexit is a pretend Brexit.

710

Having more control over immigration and being able to offer more money for those work 

do provide to society on low wage etc

711 free from euro control

712 to leave eu and bring the country under its own control rather than the eu control

713 An easy transition from the eu

714

Good relations kept with countries we trade with and fair trading deals. Nobody suffering 

due to brexit e.g. financially. The government to put money that would have gone to the 

EU into places and organisations that most need it rather than filling their own pockets e.g. 

the NHS, better mental health services, poorer areas or places classed as \'in poverty\'.

715

total control of our borders, as tariff free as possible trade deal with europe. echr leave 

and set up a uk bill of rights. our parliament decides the law and not european judges.

717 Britain getting back its manufacturing  more jobs less immigration

718

We have got to a point where I see nothing good from any type of Brexit.  I was not in 

favour originally and my position has not changed. Hard, soft, red, white or blue Brexit, we 

are still giving up access to the largest free trade blocs on the planet, on our doorstep on 

dreams (and lies) of fools and clowns.  Any form of Brexit is now compromise, which 

means we have to give-up more than we could possibly gain.

719 There is no good Brexit and cannot be a good Brexit!!

720 not paying in to the EEC and making our pwn laws

721 A good balance of trade and imigration\nFull UK control of law-making

722 Most important issues is that our environment is still protected and can we make it better

723 A good Brexit is not possible.

724 More employment

725 One where there\'s minimum disruption to the economy, I.e. A so called soft brexit

726 Free access to the single market\nFree movement of British citzen in Europe

728 Get out as quickly as possible so we can get on with our own issues

729

Massive reduction in immigration, and long term strategies in keeping it at much lower 

levels, even if means no single market or limited access.

730 Acting for ourselves not for others.

731 cut ties with the EU controlling anything with regards to the UK - we decide our own stuff

732 Britain taking control of its own affairs rather than being dictated to by Europe.

733 Staying in the EU

734 Nothing good will come out from brexit

735 To pay very little in return for access to the single market.

736

that the referendum Brexit vote was anulled as it was based on lies given by people who 

acted like those who start a fight in a pub and do a runner. A good Brexit to me would me a 

return of justice and common sense and the removal of deceit in the democratic process

737 Being able to trade with as many countries as possible, with minimal tariffs.

738

A complete exit from the EU and EU rules. No more taxes or subsidies. No more forced 

mass immigration. No more welfare for EU immigrants. Sending back benefit and health 

tourists. Trading with the world on our own terms.

739

Being totally free of the EU and able to make our own laws regarding immigration, human 

rights, trade etc



741

UK becoming more self reliant and independent.  We have the resources to produce more 

goods for home use rather than import.  Let the fact we are an island work for us.

743 Less immigration, less tax, stable prices

744 The country getting more money!!

745 More control over our rules a nd regulations, and a cap on all immigration

746

Full access to the EU market, preservation of the banking passport, and the ability to 

control our own currency and borders

747 Limited damage our working life.

748

A form of words that allow us to nominally leave the EU but in reality allows us to remain 

inside the EU. We cannot afford to leave our biggest trading partner and the EU cannot 

afford to lose its second biggest economy and the stability we bring.

749 Not sure

750

That we leave as soon as possible, to get our country back like it was before and our LAWS 

TO

751 Closed borders\nOpen trade market

752

Keeping the closest ties to the EU possibe; maintaining most of the regulations brought 

about by the EU, plus laws from the EHCR. Continued free movement. Minimal impact on 

businesses

753

Complete control over immigration, partial access to single market, more traditional British 

values in the society, less political correctness, support for local produce, zero EU 

intervention, British laws with regards to deportation, human rights, product quality etc 

and new opportunities from non EU countries

755 access to the single market and a "fair" immigration policy

756 Exactly what the people voted for. Total exit

757

A negotiated settlement that was totally acceptable to both sides and maintained friendly 

relation with the EU

758 Where we still have trade and free movement rights

759 we take back all our laws and economic control from the EU, we control our own borders

760 Products stay the same price

761 no such thing

762 Not sure

764 reduced costing

765 There is no such thing as a good brexit the IRA should blow her up

766

out of the single market completely. Repeal of some nonsensicle eu legislation. Not under 

EU \'justice\' system at all

767 There is nothing good about brexit

768 Secure job at the end of the day.

769

Send all the immigrants back who haven\'t contribute to the economy and are using our 

schools, health service & claiming benefits and don\'t let ANY more in.

770

For me, if Brexit must take place, then the conditions under which it does so should be as 

close as possible to remaining a  full member of the EU.

772

cut out asap and if they charge sanctions so will we and buy jaguars instead of bmw and 

mercs

773 a reduction in immigration

774

Ability for us to set our own laws and control our boundaries/immigration as we wish - 

make our own import/export arrangements. I would wish for people of other nationalities 

who work here to have a right of residence for themselves and their children.

775 Stay in EU

776 Her it not happening at all. Us reforming the EU from within.

778 A seamless transition to a new tradimg partnership with the eu

779 To get out now,the country voted for it

780 control of borders while still having a functioning economy and financial security

781 Wouldn\'t affect my possibility of getting a job in the future

782 To get out Asap.\nNo free movement of people.



783

Proper planning, followed by \'getting on with the job\'. All the provarication and legal 

challenges are dmaging the Country.

784 A total break withbeurope

785

Enough money for me and my husband in our retirement years and me coming disabled 

help in that department for all disabled people

786 Staying in the EU

787 close the borders

788 That it never happened.

789 None of it will be good

790

I don\'t know what a good Brexit would be - I wish we\'d remained in the EU. I suppose a 

good Brexit would get the best deals in every area for the UK, keeping good trade relations.

791 Still having money, no job losses, better health care

792

To leave once & for all & listen to what people have voted for. Not try & change their 

minds.

793 getting industry going and owed by British people

794 No freedom of movement no paying in to the eu

795

Keeping or improving on the good legislation from the EU , getting rid of poor legislation. 

Having full control of our borders but still enabling movement in and out of Europe. 

Improving trade relations around the World while maintaining good relations with Europe - 

without having to pay too much or endure the more restrictive,unnecessary or ridiculous 

rules that other EU states have insisted we follow - but do not themselves. Being respected 

for our decision by other countries and not bullied by the EU into paying more to be 

entitled to less

796 As little disruptio as possible - keeping free trade links

799

Getting out of single market and negotiating good trade deal with Europe and other 

countries outside Europe. Getting out of ECJ and abolishing HRA. Controlling our own 

borders and restoring parliamentary democracy.

800 stopping it all together

801

Same standard of life as till now, with economy not suffering from brexit, decreased 

immigration from non-European countries, including granting asylum etc.

802 leaving the EU and dealing with countries on our terms

803

Access to the single market, allowing skilled europeans to work in London, funding for 

farms and research by the UK government.

804 LOWER COSTS FOR THE UK AND LESS IMIGRATION

805 Everything is the same and no losses etc

806

Not a ideologic "hard" Brexit that benefits merely the powerful and a small, xenophonic 

minority. But an evidence based position based on getting the best deal (which likely 

includes keeping in EU economic areas, a la Switzerland and Norway). I also personally 

believe that a good Brexit would possibly be one that never exists - as the referendum was 

based on non-information, and so should be reheld when (if) the actual terms of leaving 

the EU are negotiated. A vote to change (with no information on what the change will be) 

is always going to beat a vote for the status quo.

808 Staying as close to before as possible

809

One that didn\'t screw up my job (or the jobs of any of my close family members). Also one 

that doesn\'t lead to too much inequality - I\'m relatively affluent and the more inequality 

rises, the more likely I am to be robbed.

810 controls over immigration and an equitable trade deal with the EU

812 Good negotiations with an outcome that will benefit U.K.

813 keeping free movement

814 not sure

815 Still having the benefits of being in the EU

816

We continue to trade with European countries without border restrictions or tariffs but 

assume control over immigration and legislation issues.

818 To leave the European union so Britain can make its own laws

820 Not sure



821 to totally ignore Europe and the Europeans from tomorrow onward

824 dont know

825 No major problems.

826

We leave the European political union, so that we can decide on our own laws and 

immigration policy. But keep free trade. So go back to what the EU was originally.

827 Stay in the trading zone without the political baggage

828 Still having access to the single market and ability to work abroad.

829

To leave EU as soon as possible and not to waste time negotiating ridiculous deals on the 

single market as we buy more from Europe than we sell and France especially could not 

afford for us to charge them a surplus on all the food and dairy products they supply.

830 Do our own things

831 Not sure

832 A hard Brexit.  Leave as quickly as possible

835 Being independent not ruled by Brussels

836 A single market

837 Forgetting the whole silly idea and staying in the EU.

839

That the Government stop waffling around and trigger article 50 now. That the 

Government rule the country and make their own laws. That the Government can say who 

comes into the country and can expel undesirables.

840

Get shot of the draconian EU and all its misguided/authoritarian rules and malpractices. 

Open our to doors to the world for trade

841

I\'m not really sure what it should mean. Surely we just leave Europe in the cleanest most 

straightforward way possible

842 Quick, simple and cheap

843 Leave the eu asap

844

Maintaining business and trade relationship with EU, and not restricting free movement for 

EU citizens (at least not immediately)

845

leaving the EU of all its ties/ controls with them, being independent from them, how we 

used to be

846 A good Brexit would need a second referendum and remain result!

847 It not happening at all. If it isn\'t broke, don\'t fix it.

848 not bothered doesnt effect me

850

One that brings a few required changes that improve the standing of the UK for the 

indigenous people as well as how the World sees UK.

851 Nothing ,i voted remain

852 I dont really know

853

Control of our borders, immigration etc.  It would also mean that we could trade 

appropriately, which I think will happen, since we are too important a market to be shut 

out by EU companies.  I also believe that it\'s naive of all & sundry to be expecting the 

Government to be exposing its negotiating position.  It should carry on as it is now 

proceeding, and that\'s part a good Brexit - Keep the others guessing, just as should apply 

in any negotiation.

854 i dont now

855

Maintaining the right to move and work in the EU.\nMaintaining the strong environmental 

protections and other protective legislation.\nStaying part of the single market.\nPretty 

much - as little Brexit as possible!

856

An agreement in place where we could still trade with Europe but also use America etc to 

boost what we are losing

857 Control of immigration with good trade agreements

858 DK

859 We don\'t end up in a big mess

860 Absolutely no idea. An irritating statement

861

I\'m not sure there is such a thing as a good Brexit!!! I didn\'t vote for it, and I still don\'t 

feel we should\'ve voted to leave.

862 things would be easy to negotiate

863 Still keeping close ties with Europe

864 The whole stupid idea being binned



865

A cancelled Brexit, since the majority of the population now seems to realise what a 

terrible idea it was. If we are forced to Brexit because Teresa May has no spine then it 

should be the softest Brexit possible since that is what the extremely slim majority in the 

referendum suggests most people would want.

866 seamless

867 NO MORE BLOODY IMMIGRANTS , NO MORE MONEY TO BRUSSELS

868 No disruption to the country and no reduction in my personal finance

869 keeping the bits that are useful to our economy

870 It not to happen

871 Leave quickly with our terms so we can get on with sorting United Kingdom out

872 Don\'t know

874 No Brexit at all.\nKeeping all the same terms that we had before without too high a cost.

875 Scotland becoming independent and back in the EU due to brexit

877 No impact on house prices or employment

878

a soft brexit is a good brexit - keep financial passporting and trade links. I don\'t really care 

that much about immigration, I would like refugees monitored and more screening to 

make sure they are who they say they are. increased focus on integration and aligning 

values with the british way of life. no more red tape from the EU enforced on the UK that 

wasn\'t voted for by the british public (bring back bendy bananas ha).

879

I\'m really not sure. I think we need to go through with it as the majority has voted for it. I 

am sure they will look to get us the best deal.

880

ability to control our own destiny, whilst maintaining relations with the rest of Europe, and 

having our the ability to make and maintain our own laws and customs

881

Total disengagement from the EU.\nContinued friendly relations with European 

nations\nControl of borders\nControl of terms of trade

883 Don\'t know

884

A curb on immigration , through this countries borders and control of the countries laws, 

trade etc

886

To keep the things that benefit people... freedom of movement, prices at a decent 

amount. Or to not Brexit and to remain

887

Brexit should happen asap. It has already had a massive positive impact on jobs and the 

economy. The only downside has been the deliberate attempts of the EU and major banks 

to hurt the UK pound as punishment for daring to try and claw back some of our 

democracy. I still have grave doubts that we will be allowed to leave, and even if we are 

able to leave they will try extremely hard to make it bad for us so that 4 or 5 years down 

the line they hope we will beg to re-enter. They will fail. The days of the anti-democratic 

marxist / fascist EU and its evil plans for a corporate new world order (one government) 

are doomed. It was the best thing to happen in years when we voted for brexit, and won 

despite all the government lies and cheating (e.g. government funding of extra remain 

leaflets, and unbelievable remain bias in the media).

888

That I wouldn\'t notice that much difference in my life, that life would carry on as before.  

That we would be able to trade with any part of the world and so have improved 

productivity.  That Brexit would be achieved swiftly not hanging on forever

889 Sorting own affairs out.

890

That the UK still has a good reputation with other countries inside and outside of the EU. 

That there aren\'t any ridiculous restrictions put on importing and exporting

891

Not too much change to our lives as we know them know. We have become used to 

European funding and laws so I think the Government should replace the EU funding if it 

stops and do a gradual transition to any big changes.

892 Quick and with minimal disruption to the functioning and economy of the uk



893

A good Brexit would mean keeping the trade agreement with the EU and allowing a degree 

of free movement.Also, not to alienate ourselves from EU

894

The UK regains full sovereignty over its laws and trade; the jurisdiction of European courts 

is ended, the UK is free to negotiate its own trade agreements, and the free movement of 

people aspect of the "four freedoms" is ended. A reasonable settlement regarding existing 

EU residents in the UK and UK residents in the EU on a reciprocal basis is completed and, 

likewise, reciprocal arrangements regarding access to capital and services agreed. The UK 

should not seek to impose new tariffs on EU products, provided again that reciprocity is 

agreed. The UK should remain in all pan European organisations considering security, 

aviation, shipping, telecommunications, climate change/environment and similar strategic 

issues. Non immigrant entry to the UK from the EU should, if possible, remain visa free on 

a basis similar to that which exists with the USA.

895 No price rising

896 It means that Britain exit the EU

897

take up trade deals with non-EU countries such as the USA, Austrailia and so on.. If Europe 

want a trade deal - fine. But don\'t start paying back into the E.U. or adopting their policies 

again.

898 Be responsible for our destiny/laws etc

899 Getting on with it and not stalling like she is doing.

900 too early to say yet

901 Good Brexit? It\'s an oxymoron!!

906 That we keep our trade deals while keeping our laws.

907

A good Brexit means a clean break from the beuraucratic, outdated, failing EU and the 

ability to forge our own path and take advantage of the opportunites that not being tied 

into EU regulations gives us.

908 Less division

910

deport all the immigrants, make them pay for stolen NHS, close borders, points system 

only, no benefits allowed to be sent to EU, free trade deals with all those queung up like 

Canada, Australia, New Zealand,

911

Deporting all eastern Europeans with immediate effect. telling Merkel where she can stick 

her EU treaty. 500% import tax on Chinese made goods. Nationalisation of the railways and 

all non UK firms that control UK infrastructure like gas, electricity, water etc forced by 

government to sell to English companies. Immediate halt on immigration. Introduction of 

death penalty for terrorists. Closure of UK mosques.

912

That she can get the best results for most of the people to be satisfied.\nIt will be 

impossible to get everything,as leaving EU GB cant have specials

913 A good Brexit would mean no noticeable changes.

915 economic growth

916

That we come out of the euro zone and be competitive around the world through business 

and finances so England can stand on its own and be the beacon it used to be around the 

world

917 No Brexit at all

918 more jobs available for uk residents and better funding for the nhs

920 Security, more jobs and more houses

921

stop the migrants as the country can\'t cope. stop all foreign aid apart from natural 

disasters, get control over human tights laws that are being exploited but have some sort 

of trade deal

922 Continuing to trade with the continent, but not having to conform to EU dictates.

924

Taking back control of our own country/laws and stop giving billions of pounds away to so 

called foreign aid

925 That we get good trade deals.

926

To get the ball rolling. The chance to still have some link to the free market whilst creating 

new ones with countries we couldn\'t previously whilst in the EU

927 Of we cancled. It

928 Unsure



929 WE REGAIN THE CONTROL OF OUR COUNTRY FROM OUTSIDE SOURCES

931

I don\'t believe there is such a thing as a good Brexit, I voted to remain and I still feel we 

are making a mistake.  However, trade agreements are the most important things to get 

sorted as the economy needs these to continue growing.  We are already seeing a number 

of business saying that the consumer will have to pay more as their costs are going up, we 

need to stop this if we can.  If getting good trade agreements means we have to offer EU 

citizens freedom of movement then that is what we will have to do.

933 To leave the Single market and take back control of our borders

934

I don\'t think there is any such thing as a good Brexit. However, keeping close ties with 

Europe would be the best of a bad situation.

935 To be able to trade with European countries and the economy to improve

938 no free movement, new trade links with other countries, uk law above european law

939 There is no suchthing as good brexit. I think the brexit will make things worse for uk

941 not sure.

942

Removing all trace of EU legislation from the laws of England & Wales, repealing any 

legislation that has been incorporated in our law and no further payments to, or contact 

with the European Parliament or Commission.

943 REMAINING AFTER ALL

944 Means owning our own country and laws.

945

It means ensuring interests of Britain and its people are kept intact while separating from 

EU. Also get best trade deal with EU to ensure  growth for British economy. Immigration 

control should be under Britain without any interference from EU.

948 Brexit

949 i think the Brexit is a nad thing

950 Brexite means the UK leaving the EU, not the EEC

951 Getting out of Europe quickly and efficiently

952 More jobs, improved nhs & education & immigration controlled

954

A good brexit would be no brexit at all. The whole thing is insane and should never have 

happened. We\'re already paying a price with the collapse of sterling,a nd that\'s only 

going to get worse.

955 Don\'t know.

956

Not leaving the EU at all. Staying in the single market and keeping free movement of 

people

957

Good Brexit would mean the Uk still having access to the single market, as well as 

developing ties with other global economies. It would also include fair access to the UK for 

those in need of help from war torn countries.

958

in particular: Reclaiming our sovereignty, strengthening border controls, alleviating public 

service problems which are due to increased population and migration, and the 

opportunity to trade worldwide.

959 Not having a Brexit in the first place

962

A prompt and efficient removal of the UK from the EU. Of particular importance to me is to 

remove our country from the costly, stifling, wasteful bureaucracy of the EU. However we 

need the freedom to trade worldwide with minimal barriers or tariffs. Our country needs 

to be protected from the current chaotic movement of people across EU borders.

963

There is no such things as a "good" Brexit .... we should be staying in the Eu not leaving it.  

The Referendum was poorly worded and some people appear to have voted as a protest 

rather than "for real".  There has been peace in Europe for over 50 years ... if we leave 

there is less chance of this peace continuing.



964

Total control on immigration, anyone in this country who came here illegally should be 

removed without appeal because they broke the law to come here.  Any immigrant who 

has not worked and paid into the system for at least 10 years should not be entitled to any 

benefits.  No one should be allowed in to live here unless they have a job to go to and they 

should all have medical cover.  If they haven\'t paid into the system they cannot take 

anything out of it.  Those EU and non EU who have come here as economic migrants 

should be deported.  If they commit a crime they should be deported immediately back to 

their own country to serve their sentence and we can pay their country a set fee to cover 

their stay in prison. Tighter borders and not pay anymore money into the EU, to hell with 

them. We need to get out of the sinking EU as it is going down and it will all end in tears 

due to the invasion of a certain religion, we need to pull up the drawbridge now, we are an 

island with limited space.

965 No such thing as a good BREXIT, as far as I am concerned.

966 Maintain both free trade within the EU & \'open borders\' for EU citizens!

967

A good Brexit is one which works to promote UK independence both politically and 

economically.

969

Leaving and sending all the foreigners back to there homes bringing more homes and jobs 

for british people

970 ensuring we still have access to the single market

971 To not happen, or if it does, minimal practical changes

972 freedom from the EU and all it\'s baggage.

973 TO LEAVE EUROPE AND MAKE OUR OWN NEGOTIATIONS IN THE SINGLE MARKET

974

that we still have a standing in the world and we do not have to pay out so much money to 

be in the eu and use it for nhs instead, and immigrants have to be genuine asylum seekers 

and not just coming here for benefits

975 that we still have a single market

977

I don\'t think it will make any difference for me because I am 67 but the younger ones will 

suffer if we leave the single market so there isn\'t really a "good" Brexit

978 I don\'t really know enough about it to say.

979 Staying in the EU

980 Better border controls and our setting our own laws

981 getting the best deal possible for us

982

Still trading with Europe on mutually beneficial terms.Negotiating separate trade 

agreements with other important world economies.

983

A good brexit would happen smoothly, we would get good trade deals with other countries 

and that we would remain part of the single market

985 getting out of the eu but may is useless so i doubt it will happen

986 less immigrants

987

That there is a "good" trade deal with Europe as without a strong economy the UK may 

struggle for the next decade. We need to develop more trade links globally too.

989 not much, do not think it will affect me much

991 Not having it

992 Quick Brexit.

993 making sure we can still trade within the EU  and get better deals from other countries too

994

A non-existent one. Certainly not leaving the free market and not expelling EU citizens. I 

wouldn\'t want any changes to current ties with the EU.

995 Getting the best possible deal for the UK, even if it is at the expense of other eu countries.

996 Would be No Brexit at all as the motives behind Brexit are hatred and xenophobic

997 Restrictions on immigration. Laws made by UK not Europe

999

Reducing immigration and stopping bowing down to EU rules. We need to make our own 

laws and rule our own country nobody else should be able to \'govern\' us as they do now.



1000 Some actual decision making, a set direction, no more dithering on the politics

1001 No immigration, we can set our own rules

1003

No more useless immigrants, especially moslems, and complete independence from 

Europe to make our own laws.

1004

Remaining in the single market but removing political ties so that we control our own 

politics and laws.

1005 a better deal for the UK

1007

Keeping ties with Europe, still being able to visit mainland europe freely and trade freely 

but with more control over our own law

1008 keep echr, keep trade agreements

1009 London stay the rest can go!

1012 Britain beibg independent

1013

For the country to be COMPLETELY independent and separate from Europe in EVERY 

aspect.

1014 start a fresh and make deals within europe afterwards

1016

Ability to maintain my standard of living, feeling safe when I go out, and enjoy the freedom 

to travel abroad.

1017 Keeping all the benefits of being in the eu without harming the country

1018 Independence. Security. Control of borders.

1019 WE LEAVE THE EU WITHOUT A LOT OF PROBLEMS FOR ME AND MY FAMILY

1020

To trigger the Brexit in accordance with the rules. The people voted to come out of Europe 

in June so get on with it

1021 No more immigrants

1022 one that we set the terms of leaving not giving the EU the right to set the terms

1023 A rise in interest rates for my savings!!!!

1024

I don\'t think we will get a good deal coming out of Europe, I voted to stay in and feel that 

is still our best option.

1025 Controlling immigration

1026

To leave the European Union completely so that we no longer have to abide by their laws 

and conditions.

1028 Taking more control of immigrants and us making our own choices as a country

1029 I\'m not interested in politics

1030 To be Great Britain again, more control on managing Britain

1032 Not sure

1033

Exit the EU, negotiate trade deals with other countries incl the EU, take back control of our 

borders, deport criminals back to their EU countries,\nask for all residents to speak and 

understand English.

1034 As little change as possible - I was happy with the way things were before the referendum

1036

Keeping freedom of movement, free medical care in the EU, collaborating with Europe 

scientifically and creatively, giving people already here freedom to remain, keeping the 

rights and freedoms we have under EU law

1038

A good brexit is being in complete control of immigration and also having many countries 

wanting to do deals with us.

1039

It stops> Or at least a soft brexit, retaining full membership of the single market. Anything 

that make Nigel Farage unhappy.

1040

Exit from Europe that maintains a stable economy and retains our control over 

immigration

1041 A full and frank withdrawl from the EU

1042

negotiated incentives like on imported goods etc and control of our own borders with a 

ban on immigrants

1046 A TOTAL BREAK FROM EU

1047 THAT IT IS ABANDONED

1048

Leaving with some trade deals. Still having good access to europe for easy travelling. Being 

able to have a tighter control on laws and immigration. Keeping good relationships with 

europe

1049 Continued free travel to Europe with hopefully suitable trade agreements



1050 Well executed exit with the UK economy at the forefront of decision making

1052 A total mess, especially for the workforce

1053 Nothing - didn\'t want Brexit to happen

1055 simple straightforward and as soon as possible.

1056

Coming out of Europe in a way that keeps out position strong and doesn\'t damage the 

economy too much

1057 more hassle going on holiday

1058 clean without bother from other countries and 3rd parties

1060

Essentially removing the UK from all EU controls. Returning the UK to the position we were 

in before we joined the EEC. That would be the best possible Brexit. A good Brexit - and 

this assumes there has to be fair negotiations based upon equal positions for both sides - 

would be one where we achieve the best possible negotiated agreement to withdraw from 

all EU controls.

1061 leave europe and not give them a penny

1062 getting out of the eu and controlling immigration

1063

There is no such a thing as a good Brexit. The problems are piling up already and I cannot 

see that any good will come of it. A good Brexit would be no Brexit!

1064

Ir means that we get to be our own country again, and do whqt we need to make future 

look better.

1065

Standing on our own two feet , in charge of who comes to this country and that they are 

legit. Tougher on our own human rights and laws.

1066 No idea

1068 NO BREXIT. I think brexit would be terrible for our economy

1069 Friendly withdrawal from eu, stay on good terms with eu countries

1070 Quick exit, no second Scotland referendum,

1071

Retaining links and relationships with European Union countries, but not as part of the 

European Union. Taking back control from Europe. An end to the free movement of people 

across Europe, an end to the European trade cartel, no longer part of European Human 

Rights legislation, and the end of wasting Billions of tax payers money each year.

1072 Not doing anything, I voted to remain so pleased that nothings really been done about it

1073 To prioritise British people of all class

1076 to stick with what the people have voted for and the reasons

1078 that we are able to trade with the rest of the world

1081 It wouldn\'t

1082

A good Brexit would mean we stay on good terms with our European neighbours not only 

financially but also supporting each other.

1084 No Brexit at all!   Won\'t happen.  Still having free trade with europe

1085

To stop paying money to the EU and to stop taking immigrants from the EU. Just being 

grown enough to do our own trade deals with whoever we want to. And being in control of 

our own Laws.

1087 Swift execution

1088

on a personal basis although I have been domiciled for here for 45 years she needs to 

ensure that EU nationals can continue to reside in the UK.. she achieves a win/win exit 

from the EU if that is possible

1091 to leave the EU completely and try and control ( however problematic ) our own destiny

1092 that we leave the EU and get on with being the UK

1093 Britain making her own laws and less immigtation

1095 I don\'t think there is such a thing.

1096

That whatever is decided is done for the best intentions and that the majority of people 

can be happy with the decisions

1097

to get out asap without any faffing around,government should respect the peoples vote 

and not use delay tactics

1099 not sure

1100 Don\'t really know

1101 Good trade deals. Sovereignty returned to UK. Control of borders.



1102 A Brexit where we remain in the Single Market and keep close links with the EU.

1104

freedom from EU legislature with the opportunity to trade with all countries in the world 

not just the EU

1106 economy improve

1107 Who nows with Thersa May and Donald Trump?

1110

to be independant, cut loose from every country that wants to control us. \nLet\'s go 

down the apprenticeship route again, build up the skills in our country and support 

ourselves

1111

separation from european parliament, no or minimalcontributions to the budget, free 

trade with Europe and ability to govern ourselves and control our borders

1112 If we must have Brexit we should have it hard.

1113 No tariffs

1116 Far less immigration. 1.5 euro to the pound.

1117 no more paying out to Europe and control of our own borders

1121 to get out of the EU ..... NOW!

1123

To leave the EU just as soon as possible so that me can regain our sovereignty and respect 

this country deserves

1126

Remaining in the single market, but having more controls on migration within the EU e.g. 

on immigrants\' access to social benefits

1127 a start to getting the uk back to being british and looking after our own country

1128 Some clarity as to what is going to happen as it would appear that nothing is clear

1129 That the economy continues to thrive and inflation is kept in control

1130

Out of Europe, a stop to immigration till there is sufficent housing, school places and nhs is 

fit for purpose, out of the single market

1131 Not leaving the EU

1132

getting out of the EU ASAP to run our own affairs, without having to go through all the 

hoops that Europe will try to put in the way.

1133 not leaving in the first place

1134 instant divorce from the EU and the European court

1136 complete break with the EU and its legislation, rules, open borders, courts, trade

1138 no such thing

1141 To be out of Europe

1142

I would like us to be able to trade freely anywhere in the world, especially with our 

commonwealth family for good deals and friendly trade. I would like us to be able to stop 

EU deals that have been forged in the past that involves us buying stuff that we no longer 

favour or want.  For instance --- if the market says that the public are looking to buy wines 

from far afield like South America, Australia, NZ, Eastern Europe, why should we be forced 

to honour a deal that means us buying French or German wines that we no longer want. 

Stuff the single market lets go it alone and scare the other EU members by going it alone.  

They want to buy our stuff don\'t they and they want us to buy theirs so what if we say we 

don\'t want it??? Call their bluff.

1143

Control of our own borders,Laws and immigration. Also to make our own trading 

arrangements.

1144 staying in the single market and  continuing freedom of movement throughout Europe

1145

Return of control to the UK from Brussels in matters of control over primary legislation, the 

pre-eminence of the UK Parliament over Brussels in all matters, control of the UK\'s 

borders and ability to decide who is allowed in and udner what conditions, the withdrawal 

from the single market and the EU Customs Union and the withdrawal from the EU Human 

Rights set-up

1146

A good Brexit would be a clear break from the EU, with trade deals of advantage to all 

parties.  No soft wishy-washy Brexit, we need to make our own way in the world.  The UK 

has always been a pioneering country, and the EU is bad for us.

1148 to stop Brexit, or an independant Scotland



1149 as soon as possible with the best negotiatons for england

1150

friendly and good deal, something that can make everybody happy and not only those who 

vote for Brexit,

1155 Complete severing of links with the  EU and successful negotiations on trade and tariffs.

1157

Leaving the European Parliament, Saving Money sent to EU, No requirement to obey their 

laws, Immigration controlled. Access to single market on favourable terms.

1159 A good Britex for me means to be free from the EU and being masters of our own destiny

1163 Nothing. It was a mistake to leave Europe

1164

Out and stay out, boarder control, stop all migrants, stop all foreign aid, no EU interference 

in UK matters.

1165

Ability to run our own country i.e. negotiating trade deals with the rest of the world, 

having a reciprocally free or nearer free trade deal with the EU, our right to control our 

own boarders and allowing in only people from the rest of the world who are not a drain 

on our resources i.e. unemployment benefits, access to our NHS with out charge.

1166 Better economy

1167 Retaining membership of the single market

1168

Control of borders,our own laws and to determine our own future.There will be costs 

regarding trade with Europe but,as we import more than export we can make our tariffs 

count.Also we need to ensure our businesses make tradw deals with the whole world.

1169 leaving the EU and standing on our own feet as a nation making our own decisions

1176 getting out of Europe sooner rather than later

1177 not sure if it is good or bad

1180

Actually it would mean staying in the EU.  But if we have to leave, it should be on good 

terms (economic and political) with all our European neighbours, thoughtfully negotiated, 

with no attention paid to the hysterical anti-EU press in the U.K.

1181 no massive changes or losses to everyday life

1185 Dealing with Brexit quickly and keeping the public informed.

1190

That we leave the excessive rules and regulations of the EU. That we negotiate a good deal 

for the UK. We should be able to negotiate trade deals on our terms for the benefit of the 

whole of the UK. We can still be part of Europe but we need to take back as much control 

as possible and make sure that, as far as possible, we put ourselves first.

1191 Just get the country OUT of the EU

1194 Still staying within the euro and getting all the benefits of the free trade

1197 it should mean what the british puplic voted for and we should have left immediatly

1198 curb immigration and give us control of our borders

1199

A swift exit from the EU with as few repercussions as possible.  Money spent at home on 

the UK rather than elsewhere

1200 we leave europe altogether and get back to our own values

1205 soft

1210

Economy maintained, adequate resourcing for NHS, control of laws and migration for the 

good of those and equity for who already live in UK as citizens.

1218 staying put

1231 Reasonably fast, less immigration

1235 A quick one

1236 A quick withdrawal with  a clear strategy outlined for the future

1243

We would maintain some trade agreements with the EU but would also be able to make 

our own agreements with other countries. We would be able to control immigration in 

terms of who can come and work in UK, not necessarily stopping immigration. We would 

be able to make our own decisions on how our taxes are spent, how our judicial system 

works.

1248 more expensive things



1249

The UK retains good trade concessions with Europe and we still have the benefits of a 

European passport.

1252 not really thought about it

1255 to leave the EU now and negotiate once we are out

1257 More independence from EU decisions

1259 Too early to tell


